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What causes global patterns
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W

hen Alexander von Humboldt set sail in
1799 on a 5-year, 8000-km voyage of scientific discovery through Latin America,
he aimed to collect data to assemble a
unified theory of the natural world. Although we are still in search of such a theory, von
Humboldt’s work revolutionized our thinking
about what determines the distribution of life.
His journey through the Andes Mountains, captured by his famous vegetation zonation figure
featuring Mount Chimborazo, canonized the place
of mountains in understanding Earth’s biodiversity. Following in von Humboldt’s footsteps, two
centuries of mountain studies have revealed many
of the general principles and processes that constitute biogeography, macroecology, and evolutionary biology (1), yet the quest for a unified
theory for global patterns of diversity continues.
Current hypotheses for large-scale geographical patterns of species diversity fail to explain
the extraordinarily high biodiversity of mountain regions, particularly in the tropics (2–5). We
call this challenge “Humboldt’s enigma.” Here,
we follow von Humboldt’s focus on mountains
and take a fresh look at global patterns of montane biodiversity and how they relate to variation
in topography and climate. Our review is focused
on biodiversity overall, illustrated with figures

based on comprehensive global datasets for
~21,000 species of amphibians, birds, and mammals (6) and their distributions across 134 mountain regions of the world (7), supplemented with
information on plant and insect groups for which
data are available.
The importance of mountain regions for
global biodiversity
Conventional wisdom has it that extensive lowland tropical forests, such as those of the vast
Amazon Basin, with their lush vegetation, high
biomass, and complex stratification, contain un-
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Fig. 1. The importance of mountain regions for global biodiversity, as exemplified by
vertebrate species. Mountain regions (including adjacent lowland foothills) host roughly 87%
of terrestrial global biodiversity (all color bar segments except for the lightest), despite constituting
only 25% of the world’s land area (Antarctica excluded). We define a “mountain endemic” as any
species with at least 90% of its distribution in mountain regions (i.e., the darkest green bar
segments). The dashed line separates species that have most of their range in lowlands (left of the
line) from mountain species (right of the line). “Both” refers to any species equally present in
mountains and lowlands, with 25 to 75% of its range found in mountain regions. Proportions were
calculated by overlaying the 134 mountain regions of the world (7) with the global distributions of
vertebrate species, using the 1° latitude × 1° longitude distribution data of Holt et al. (6). See Fig. 3
for the geographical placement and extent of the mountain regions (7).
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Mountains contribute disproportionately to the terrestrial biodiversity of Earth, especially
in the tropics, where they host hotspots of extraordinary and puzzling richness. With about
25% of all land area, mountain regions are home to more than 85% of the world’s species
of amphibians, birds, and mammals, many entirely restricted to mountains. Biodiversity
varies markedly among these regions. Together with the extreme species richness of some
tropical mountains, this variation has proven challenging to explain under traditional
climatic hypotheses. However, the complex climatic characteristics of rugged mountain
regions differ fundamentally from those of lowland regions, likely playing a key role in
generating and maintaining diversity. With ongoing global changes in climate and land use,
the role of mountains as refugia for biodiversity may well come under threat.

paralleled levels of biodiversity, with a world record of 942 plant species in 1 ha (8). Taking area
into account, however, the extreme spatial turnover of species in the Andes (9) makes this region
more diverse at the regional scale than lowland
Amazon forests. Surprisingly, compared to the
slopes of the nearby Andes, the rich, lowland
rainforests of the Amazon have been described
as biologically impoverished for vertebrates (10–12).
Meta-analyses of elevational gradients for plants
and insects also show that local richness typically
peaks on the slopes of mountains rather than in
the lowlands (11, 13) when sampling intensity
and area are taken into account. In their global
analyses of regional-scale hotspots of plant endemism, Myers and co-workers (14) identified mountain regions as among the richest in the world.
The world’s mountain regions, here defined
to include not only mountain slopes and peaks
but also valleys and adjacent foothills (7), are
indeed home to a remarkable proportion of Earth’s
terrestrial vertebrate species, given their relatively
small area, making them hotspots of extraordinary
richness (Figs. 1 and 2). Thus, mountain regions
host roughly 87% of the world’s species of amphibians, birds, and mammals while constituting
only around 25% of terrestrial land mass (excluding Antarctica), and a large number of these
species are restricted (endemic) to mountain regions (Figs. 1 and 3).
The high concentration of species in tropical
mountain regions has proven difficult to explain.
The vast majority of studies of large-scale variation in species richness have been focused on nontropical continents. These studies have found
strong correlations between species richness
and current (or past) climatic factors, within
standardized grid cells of typically 50 km × 50 km
or 100 km × 100 km (15–17). In contrast, the few
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analyses encompassing largely tropical continents
show that this presumed general relationship of
species richness with climate breaks down within tropical mountains, the world’s richest biodiversity hotspots, with regressions leaving strong
positive residuals geographically clustered within topographically complex regions (Fig. 2B)
(2–4, 18). Even in nontropical regions, some
studies have revealed positive residuals from
climate-based diversity models in mountain regions (17). Clearly, both statistical and processbased (19, 20) models of large-scale patterns of
species richness must take account of topography, as well as climate, to account for the smallscale diversity patterns that underlie them
(2, 5, 17, 21, 22).
It follows that either mountains play idiosyncratic roles in continental patterns of biodiversity, or the models developed thus far are
missing some vital components or processes that
have not yet been identified. Solving the conundrum of the extraordinary diversity of mountains
remains one of the greatest challenges for understanding global patterns in species richness.
The pattern of global
mountain biodiversity
We take a different approach from the classic
grid cell–based analyses and treat each distinct
mountain region as an independent unit of analRahbek et al., Science 365, 1108–1113 (2019)

ysis (7). Like an island, a mountain region may be
viewed as a biogeographical unit in itself (23),
with in situ speciation and extinction playing a
key role in building the regional species assemblage. The biodiversity of individual mountain
regions varies markedly at a global scale (Fig. 3).
In the arctic and temperate zones, mountain regions typically have low species diversity, barely
exceeding the richness of adjacent lowlands, and
often do not host their own endemic species. Although not all low-latitude (tropical) mountain
regions are unusually diverse, some are exceptionally so. Not only the Andes of South America,
but also the East African Highlands, the Sichuan/
Yunnan mountains of Asia, and the mountains of
Papua New Guinea (Figs. 2 and 3) are globally
hyper-diverse (2, 3, 14, 18, 21, 22, 24). Likewise,
the mountainous Atlantic Forest region of South
America and the mountains of Northern Borneo
and Costa Rica have been identified as megadiverse for plants (18, 22). The Northern Andes
and the Andean Yungas mountain regions encompass the most species-rich places on the
planet and feature high proportions of smallranged species (Fig. 3). The Northern Andes region supports ~45,000 plant species, of which
~44% are endemic (14, 25).
With the exception of the Atlantic Forest, all
of these tropical hyperdiverse areas reach high
elevations and are characterized by spatially com-
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plex configurations of topography and climate.
Within each region, local species co-occurrence
is high, especially at mid-elevations, where community turnover over short distances may be
greater than in any other place on the planet
(9, 12, 26). This extraordinary diversity of both
vertebrates and plants is characterized by the
aggregation of many species with narrow geographical ranges in centers of endemism (Fig. 3,
B and C), often consisting of both phylogenetically old and recent species (1, 9). Of the 25% of
all vertebrate species with the smallest ranges,
more than 54% (birds, 37%; mammals, 54%;
amphibians, 83%) are completely restricted to
mountain regions [calculated on the basis of distribution data in (6)], making mountains epicenters for range-restricted species (Fig. 3).
Global variation in diversity among
mountain regions
It is a well-established empirical pattern in
macroecology that numbers of species generally
increase with area, productivity, and topographic
complexity. These correlations also hold among
the mountain regions of the world (Fig. 4).
Larger, more productive, and more topographically complex mountain regions have not only
more species but also more small-ranged species
and a greater proportion of mountain endemics.
Because the rate of gain in species richness with
2 of 6
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Fig. 2. Species richness,
topography, and how
well global statistical
models explain the
pattern of species
richness. (A) The global
pattern of vertebrate
richness (birds, mammals, and amphibians)
for all land areas
(both lowland and
highland), superimposed
on a hill-shade map
showing topographic
relief. (B) The residuals
(in units of number
of species) from an
ordinary least-squares
regression of total
richness on temperature,
precipitation [1961–1990
climate data from
(44)], and Wallace
realms, as defined by
Holt et al. (6), at a resolution of 1° latitude
× 1° longitude (r 2 = 0.61).
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area, productivity (controlled for area), and topographic complexity differs between low- and
high-latitude mountain regions, the slope of
the relationship increases from temperate and
arctic regions, through subtropical and arid tropical regions, to the wet tropics (Fig. 4). Hence, in
simplistic models, tropical regions yield positive
residuals for richness, whereas high latitudes yield
negative residuals, even when taking area into
account, as we have done in Fig. 4.
Relationships of species richness with productivity may be driven by contemporary climate,
whereas relationships with area and topographic
complexity may reflect either contemporary fac-

tors or deep-time evolutionary processes, in which
biome area and the equilibrium between speciation and extinction have been the key drivers of
regional variation in contemporary species richness (2, 4, 5, 20, 27). All exceptionally species-rich
tropical mountain regions (Fig. 3), especially
the Andes, have much higher regional diversity
than expected from each of the three factors
alone (Fig. 4). In this context, the high diversity
of the Atlantic Forest highlands in eastern Brazil
is intriguing, as this is among the least topographically complex mountain regions; a somewhat similar pattern is observed for the Sichuan/
Yunnan Mountains in China. High-latitude moun-
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Fig. 3. Global patterns in key aspects of mountain diversity. (A) Species richness, defined as the
total number of amphibian, mammal, and bird species ranges overlapping each mountain region.
(B) The proportion of species that are mountain endemics, defined as species with at least 90% of their
occupied grid cells overlapping mountain regions (the darkest green bar segments in Fig. 1). (C) The
richness of small-ranged species, defined as the 25% of species with the smallest geographic ranges.
Distribution data are from Holt et al. (6); mountain regions are as defined in Rahbek et al. (7).
Rahbek et al., Science 365, 1108–1113 (2019)
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Mountain climates
For decades, the prevailing view was that physical conditions change with elevation in the same
way as they change with increasing latitude.
As gradients of species richness were often explained by ambient temperature (15, 16), and
mean temperature decreases with elevation (28),
it followed that the elevational species richness
gradient should merely be a mirror of the latitudinal gradient, with decreasing richness from
lowlands toward high elevations mirroring the
decrease in richness from low to high latitudes
(11, 29). However, empirical data have shown
that the elevational gradient of species richness
can take many shapes but most often takes a
hump-shaped pattern (11, 30).
As an underlying driver of ecological and
evolutionary processes, climate shapes patterns
of diversity in time and space within mountain
regions, just as it does elsewhere. However, mountain climates differ in fundamental ways from
those of the lowlands:
1) Topographically complex tropical mountains
may encompass a remarkable volume of different
climate types, equivalent to the climate volume
of vast geographical expanses within lowland
regions (Fig. 5A) (31). For example, the most
species-rich mountain region in the world, the
Northern Andes, captures roughly half of the
world’s temperature-precipitation climate space
in a relatively small region—more than is captured
by the adjacent region of the Amazon, which is
larger by a factor of 12 (Fig. 5, B and C).
2) Mountain regions bring starkly distinct
climate zones into close proximity with one another (11, 26, 31, 32). The juxtaposition of different
climate zones in mountains is a consequence
not only of the elevational gradient being short
in absolute, planimetric terms, but also of the
complexity of the gradient, which is necessarily
much less gradual than the climatic turnover
encountered in lowland zones. Mountains are
not the idealized cones so often depicted in
textbooks. In complex montane landscapes,
east-facing slopes (with morning sun) may
provide different conditions from adjacent, cold
and foggy west-facing slopes. Shadows from
neighboring mountains can drive differences
among foothills with otherwise similar aspect.
Deep erosion canyons with arid climates may
act as dispersal barriers to species inhabiting
more mesic habitats, such as the cloud forest
habitat that characterizes many low-latitude
mountains.
3) The temporal scales of short-term climatic
oscillations—yearly and diurnal variation of temperature (33), seasonality, and growing season
length—combine in ways that are unique to
mountains. Day-to-day weather variation on
mountaintops can be extreme, with periodically
very high wind speeds. Seasonal variation in
temperature, on the other hand, naturally varies
3 of 6
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have consistently lower diversity than expected
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Fig. 4. Explanatory factors for mountain diversity. (A to C) Spatial distribution of deviance residuals from Poisson-error regressions of species
richness against area (A), net primary productivity (NPP) [data from (45)] (B), and topographic complexity [standard deviation of 1-km2 elevation
values; data from (46)] (C) of mountain regions. (D to F) Correlates of species richness for area [(D), from map (A)], net primary productivity
[(E), from map (B)], and topographic complexity [(F), from map (C)]. Area (indicated by symbol size) is included in statistical models for (E) and (F),
but, for clarity, is not included in trend lines. All relationships and all interactions among variables are statistically significant (7).

with latitude, so alpine zones high on tropical
mountains differ from arctic zones in their
less marked seasonality, such that diurnal and
nocturnal temperatures differ more than the
coldest and warmest monthly means in tropical
mountains.
4) The effect of longer-term climatic oscillations is also unique in mountains. In upper montane zones, the positions of specific vegetation
belts have changed markedly under Quaternary
climatic shifts, often resulting in the periodic
isolation of elevationally constrained populations. The result is a periodic reconfiguration
of connectivity among mountain habitat patches
(1, 26).
5) Physical parameters, such as air pressure
and, consequently, oxygen availability (two factors carefully measured and recorded by von
Humboldt in his travels), drop markedly and
Rahbek et al., Science 365, 1108–1113 (2019)

consistently with increasing elevation (32), leading to selection pressures for specific adaptations
to high-mountain environments.
6) These aspects of spatial and temporal variation, as well as geophysical variation of mountains in terms of differing slopes and aspects,
interact to create many rare and unique climate
types (34). Some mountain climates are rare
only in the sense that they are restricted to
mountains, but in having many particular combinations of aspect, location, and local weather
pattern, even small mountain ranges may create
globally exceptional combinations of climatic factors, provided that the topography is sufficiently
rugged.
These characteristics of mountain climates
are not just a simple effect of topography and
elevation; they are caused by a direct interaction between mountains and the global climate
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system. For example, ocean winds have an impact on many tropical and temperate mountains in areas where warm and humid air blows
onto land. These winds release humidity in the
form of precipitation when the lower slopes
of mountains cause clouds to form and rise,
and adiabatic pressure drops. In large tropical
mountain regions, this process typically leads
to strong mist formation, where much of the
humidity condenses directly onto the vegetation, creating characteristic cloud forest habitat. These cloud forests are characterized by
consistently high humidity levels that may not
always be well reflected in the regional record
of rainfall. Mist formation plays a key role in
shaping many of the vegetation types characteristic of mountains and is likely linked to the
extremely high rate of spatial turnover of species composition (12).
4 of 6
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In certain mountain climates, small valleys
high in the mountains hold isolated pockets of
air protected by an inversion layer, where wind
and cold air act as a cap that prevents air from
circulating out of the valley. Such pockets have
been speculated to lead to extremely stable local
climate conditions that may have enhanced the
survival of species through periods of past climatic change (24). Over evolutionary time, these
potential refugia are thought to have been foci for
adaptive differentiation of small populations and,

potentially, foci for speciation (1). Despite their
potential importance for evolution, these pockets
of alleged extreme stability are very small and
localized and are not picked up by coarse-grained
analyses of regional climatic stability (35).
Biological consequences of
mountain-specific climates
The climatic characteristics of mountains (26, 32)
may play a key role in generating and maintaining
their extraordinary levels of species diversity and

probably account for most of the striking patterns
illustrated in Figs. 2 to 4. The larger volume (per
unit of planimetric area), diversity, and rarity of
mountain climates promote the origination and
persistence of species with small distributional
ranges and small populations. By allowing the
coexistence of many species with slightly different climatic niches, mountain climates may lead
to a dense packing of species at local scales. The
marked climate changes along steep elevation
gradients are associated with a striking turnover
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Fig. 5. Mountain climates. (A) Schematic depiction of von Humboldt’s classical diagram [from (47)], illustrating the elevational zonation of mountains,
with the implication that a tropical mountain may contain all the climatic zones of a single hemisphere. (B) The climate spaces of particular mountain
regions (Northern Andes, purple, and the Andean Yungas, red) encompass a large proportion of all climate space on Earth (black dots) and are
disproportionately larger than the climate space of neighboring lowland regions (Amazonia, green, and the Cerrado, yellow). (C) The tight packing of
mountain climates illustrated by the accumulated volume of climate space covered by a patch of increasing size in either Amazonia or Northern Andes.
“Unique” refers to climate space not represented in a patch of same size in the other region.
Rahbek et al., Science 365, 1108–1113 (2019)
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Concluding perspective on mountain
diversity research
It is becoming clear that the multiple interacting
processes that control biodiversity—speciation,
Rahbek et al., Science 365, 1108–1113 (2019)

movement (dispersal and range shifts), niche
evolution, persistence, and extinction—impose
severe limits on the explanatory potential of
purely statistical models. Recent work with
mechanistic simulations that explicitly model
these processes on realistic topographies, driven
by paleoclimate models, shows promise for understanding not only past dynamics but also
future changes in mountain diversity (19, 20).
The success of these models rests on the continued development of increasingly realistic global
paleoclimate models on deeper time scales, with
regional climate models that are sufficiently finegrained to be applied in mountain regions (20, 39).
New methods in paleoecology are also beginning
to provide novel data on floral and faunal changes
through time within mountain ecosystems (40),
and modern genomics allows us to “travel through
time” to understand population dynamics over
millions of years (e.g., by estimating effective population size and timing of genetic bottlenecks).
The global pattern of hyperdiverse tropical
mountains likely reflects the differentiation of
small, spatially isolated populations combined
with the long-term maintenance of these populations. The ICARUS space project has the potential to document rare, longer-distance dispersal
of otherwise sedentary tropical species between
such isolated populations. Likewise, most of our
conceptual framework for community structure
and evolutionary dynamics is based on studies
from temperate species and habitats, and very
little is known about how tropical mountain species arise and persist, and when and why they
may face extinction. Understanding extinctions
is crucially important in a world of changing
land use and climate, now facing a global biodiversity crisis.
Climate change will shift treelines and is already driving mountain species upslope (41),
including the vegetation zones and plant taxa
described by von Humboldt in the Andes (42, 43).
The consequences for species already adapted
to the colder conditions near mountaintops are
uncertain. The complex configuration of mountain climates means that current models, based
on simple upslope shifts of species, are insufficient and potentially misleading. Process-based
models at fine spatial scales, explicitly incorporating microclimate variation within similar elevational bands and movement between isolated
habitat patches, are urgently needed to predict
the future of mountain species under conditions
of global environmental change.
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of species over short distances, which further
enhances regional diversity.
Both the turnover and the distinctness of
mountain climates over elevational gradients
are pronounced in the tropics, and both decrease
toward temperate and boreal latitudes. This latitudinal gradient of mountain climatic distinctness was first pointed out by Janzen in 1967
in a seminal paper (36) in which he elegantly
summarized this pattern as “mountain passes
are higher in the tropics.” Focusing on seasonal
variation, he reasoned that species inhabiting
tropical mountains experience a relatively smaller
seasonal temperature range than species at comparable elevations at higher latitudes, and could
therefore evolve narrower physiological tolerances, although thermodynamic constraints may
also play a role (37). The climate regimes of tropical mountains may thus favor physiological
specializations that act as effective dispersal
barriers, resulting in relatively smaller elevational range sizes (36). This effect, combined
with the complex mosaic of mountain microclimates, creates a patchy distribution of suitable
habitats that may be isolated from one another,
even where in close geographical proximity. This
isolation could potentially reduce propagule exchange and thereby increase opportunities for
speciation in allopatry.
The length of the climate gradient in mountains varies across biogeographical climate zones
(Fig. 5A). A tropical mountain has more climate
zones than a temperate mountain of similar
height. For example, tropical mountains, based in
fertile and wet equatorial lowlands and extending
into climatic conditions superficially similar to
those found in the Arctic, span a gradient of annual mean temperatures as large as that found in
the lowlands from the Equator to the poles.
As von Humboldt described (31), the layering
of different climates along the elevational gradient
leads to a high turnover in vegetation zones.
Variation across zones in physical structure,
ecological properties, and resource heterogeneity further promotes diversity in plants and other
organisms. For instance, in the Andes, misty
cloud forests may offer stable environments conducive to the long-term persistence of species
(24), while páramos host some of the highest
diversification rates on Earth, partly driven by
the island-like distribution of this high-elevation
vegetation zone (25).
Mountain species with narrow elevational ranges
often have small local population sizes and, in
large, north-south mountain ranges, geographically elongated distributions (38). Thus, during
past periods of global climate change, narrow
elevational distributions may have fragmented,
leading to differentiation and potential speciation within mountain ranges. Relict populations
may accumulate in places that remain climatically stable because of local topography (24).
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